
ORTHOGRAPHY. The symbols used to tronscribe the liicmac words and

expressions in this lexicon moy seem ot first glance to inMolve a complete

chonge over from the traditional thirteen (13) letter alphobet used by those

omong the elders who ore literate in the liicmac language, fls explained

elsewhere, the modifications were mode In order to facilitate the acquisition of

reading and writing skills by children and adults alike. Moreouer, a closer

examination of the symbols used will reveal that the changes are not as

drastic as they first appe<»*; they ere based. In large part, on modifications

introduced by Father Pocifique hknself in his legc^TS gramm&iicaJBs

.

The most far-reaching modification is the use of the grave accent to

tndk:ate vowel length . Other in^rtcN^t chonges arm the use of the

apostrophe, the circumflex occent, and the letters v and u to mark other

basic but heretofore Ignored contrastive so^jMid features.

The apostrophe, as used here, represents two distinct features of

pronunciation. Vlthin the word. It r^dicotes that a following consonant or

vowel is pronounced as If it were the onset of a new word. Before words

that begin with o consonont cluster, It marks the very slight presence of a

back unrounded vowel, represented elsewhere by the letter d. In practice,

this initial apostrophe might well be elimMiated once the reader has adjusted

to how clusters of this tv^e ore to be pronounced.

Another change is the syst««natlc exclusion of the letter i wherever it

might occur before o foHoiirtng I, m or n, except when one of these same

letters, or o v, precedes. Thus, we write tm^, s»ti^, pndsugvati, gluu^ap,

pa'Ui, but iiteftj, ttfin'itt, mSbi^$^\^ Wmt^ CNS].

The modified list of s^fcK^lf used to transcribe Micmac forms in the

lexfcon is o» follows
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